Data Insight Advanced Reporting Service
Customer Support and Technology Solutions

ADDRESSING THE CHALLENGES OF SCALED DATA MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE
Data-driven organizations are transforming practices, creating new markets, driving fresh opportunities and growing revenue. Managing
and protecting these flourishing information resources create considerable cost burdens and increasing exposure to security and
compliance risks. Many organizations struggle to control these forces, often requiring new operational reporting and visualization tools
to gain the deep understanding needed to govern their ever-expanding unstructured data assets.
FUNDAMENTAL INSIGHTS TO GUIDE DATA MANAGEMENT
The Veritas Data Insight Advanced Reporting Service helps customers expand Veritas Data Insight™ integration to better understand
the data assets and risks across their IT environment and inform more effective cost, compliance and threat management. Veritas
expert consultants guide selection and deployment of Data Insight Query Language (DQL) reports and integrate results into Microsoft
Power BI Desktop to help visualize existing operations state (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Data Insight information asset visualization with Microsoft Power BI Desktop.

SERVICE BENEFITS
Expert guidance, education, integration and improved visualization help expand insights and accelerate decision-making and business
results. Benefits include:
• Accelerated understanding of costs and risks across large data resources.
• Established awareness of the exact location and accessibility of your organization’s most sensitive data.
• Deeper knowledge of DQL queries and reporting.
• Expanded visualization to enhance decision-making and mitigation efforts.

SERVICE SCOPE
Veritas Data Insight Advanced Reporting Service includes the service components described in Table 1.
Service Scope

Key Components

Overview of Data Insight Data Query Language (DQL

• DQL Objects and Columns
• Query Syntax
• Query Examples
• Creating DQL Templates

Install preconfigured DQL Template Files to create

DQL Reports may include:

DQL Reports

• Storage Consumption
• Classification
• Security

Provide Data Insight integration with Microsoft Power

• Use a Microsoft Power BI Desktop template for Data Insight reports

BI Desktop overview

• Review sample Data Insight reports

Integrate Data Insight reports with Microsoft Power BI

• Establish graphical visualization of the Data Insight reports

Desktop template and generate Executive Summary

• Create a Data Insight Executive Summary report that includes:
φ Stale data aging summary
φ Sensitive files subject to compliance regulations
φ Data risk summary
φ Ransomware summary
φ Department consumption summary

Table 1: Data Insight Advanced Reporting Service component scope summary.

For more information about the Data Insight Advanced Reporting Service, contact your Veritas Account Manager or Sales Engineer. To
initiate a project request, contact us through the Veritas Service Request Survey.

ABOUT VERITAS
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 50,000 enterprises—including 87 percent of the Fortune
Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates
the protection and orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical applications, and
provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a
deployment model to fit any need, Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com.
Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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